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At the critical point of a second-order phase transition, statistical fluctuations are corre-
lated and enhanced in amplitude. We explore this phenomenon in the early universe as a
possible mechanism for the formation of galaxies. In an inflationary universe, such dynami-
cal effects on galactic scales are consistent with the constraints imposed by the horizon.
Spontaneous breakdown of lepton number provides a model where these ideas are realized.
The two-point correlation function for density fluctuations is calculated and agrees with the
observed correlation for galaxies. An estimate of the density contrast is shown to be of the
required magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
The formation of galaxies has been a long-
standing puzzle in cosmology. ' How did galaxies
or localized inhomogeneities of matter originate in a
universe that is known to have been exceedingly
homogenous and isotropic from the very early
times? Several hypotheses have been advanced over
the years and most of the processes involved are well
understood by now. However, there are some as-
pects of this problem which remain unclear.
The universe to a high degree of accuracy can be
described by the isotropic and homogeneous
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric:
dr
ds =dt R(t) —2+r d8 +r sin Od&P
1 —kr
There are arguments to suggest that the evidence for
homogeneity and isotropy goes back to at least the
grand-unified-theory (GUT) phase transition. The
dissipation of any anisotropy surviving this phase
transition would have produced —10 photons per
baryon as against an observed value of 10 +-' pho-
tons per baryon. Further, observations of the cos-
mic microwave background show that fluctuations
are less than 1 part in 10000 in magnitude. On the
other hand, the material inhomogeneity of the
universe as measured by the density contrast
p —p (2)
P
where p is the density of matter and p is the average
density, is in the range 1—10, the value depending
on whether one evaluates it at the scale of galaxies
or galactic clusters. If we trace the evolution via
gravitational forces of 5 back, this present-day value
shows that we should have a contrast of -10 at
the epoch when radiation and matter decouple. A
typical galaxy has about 10 baryons and statistical
fluctuations on this scale have a contrast of only
- I /v N —10 . Thus generating fluctuations of
the required contrast is a problem. Of course, one
could assume, and it is generally true, that 5 starts
growing not from the time of decoupling but from
an earlier epoch. The problem then is a lack of a
natural choice of initial time. An early start like the
Planck time (10 sec after the big bang) produces
too much growth and may lead to a present-day
world of black holes only while some natural later
epochs like the Compton time of baryons (-10
sec) give insufficient time for growth. '
The intergalactic correlation function, regarding
galaxies as density perturbations, has been empiri-
cally estimated to have a simple power-law spec-
trum2'6:
(n(x)n(y))= J e'"'" "'g(k),(2m )
g(k)=, a=1.2+0. 1 .1k~
This equation is reminiscent of second-order phase
transitions where it is well known that at the critical
point long-range power-law-type correlations can
develop. Further, the amplitude of statistical fluc-
tuations is enhanced at a critical point and this
could give us the required increase in the initial con-
trast. Thus we look for a second-order phase transi-
tion as a possible solution to the problem of generat-
ing fluctuations of high contrast.
In a gauge theory, the absorption and emission of
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gauge bosons in a thermal bath modifies the Higgs
potential so as to develop potential barriers between
local minima, leading in general to a first-order
phase transition. The GUT phase transition is ex-
pected to be strongly first order in character while
the breakdown of the weak group
Gg =SU(2)XU(1)~U(1)Esi
is most likely a weakly first-order phase transition.
One possibility for a second-order phase transition
in the early universe is spontaneous breakdown of
lepton number (acting as a global symmetry on the
Lagrangian). This has been suggested as a possible
mechanism for generating neutrino masses. '
There have been diverse experimental indications
that neutrinos might have a mass of a few eV."
Theoretical considerations have enhanced the attrac-
tiveness of the concept for a number of reasons.
Neutrino masses emerge quite naturally in some of
the grand unified theories. ' Further, if the neutri-
nos have a mass of about 10 eV, they may be the
dominant component in the mass density of the
universe and may condense into galactic halos. '
This would give a consistent picture of the dark
matter in the universe and gravitational stability of
galactic clusters (in the sense of the virial theorem).
The kinematic and gravitational effects of neutrino
masses also affect theories of galaxy formation. The
increased mass density helps to amplify density per-
turbations. ' A potential contradiction between
theories of galaxy formation based on adiabatic per-
turbations' and observations might also be resolved
by massive neutrinos. The predictions of these
models for the fluctuations of the 2.7-K background
radiation seem to be on the edge of contradiction
with the experimental limits. In theories with mas-
sive neutrinos one can start out with a smaller con-
trast and avoid this problem. '
Spontaneous breakdown of lepton number, in ad-
dition to these effects, has the dynamical effect that
at the phase-transition point long-wavelength statist-
ical fluctuations tend to get correlated and
enhanced. An estimate of the enhancement shows
that it is of adequate magnitude. The fluctuations
can be gravitationally transmitted to the baryon-
photon medium to form protogalaxies which grow
by gravitational instability (or the Jeans-Lifshitz
mechanism) to the present-day structures. In Sec.,
II, we discuss models with spontaneous breakdown
of lepton number and compute the two-point corre-
lation function of the leptonic current. The result is
very close to the empirical estimate in Eq. (3). Sec-
tion III gives an estimate of the contrast. This re-
quires a brief discussion of the inflationary universe.
Since the length scale of a galaxy at the transition
point exceeds the horizon scales of the standard
FRW universe at that time, the correlations, which
are a dynamical effect, can be generated at these
scales only in an inflationary-universe scenario. Sec-
tion IV gives a summary of our results and an as-
sorted set of remarks on various aspects of the prob-
lem.
This paper is an expanded version of a previously
circulated report. '
II. LEPTON-NUMBER VIOLATION
AND THE CORRELATION FUNCTION
Two models of generating neutrino masses by
spontaneous breakdown of lepton number have been
proposed. We shall refer to these as the "singlet
model" and the "triplet model. "' A combination
of the two models is also possible. ' In the singlet
model, one introduces fermions (of right chirality)
which are singlets under the standard gauge group
SU(3)c X Gii —SU(3)c XSU(2)L, XU(1)y ~
These singlet fermions, denoted vR, will be referred
to as right-handed neutrinos or heavy neutrinos
since the physical heavy neutrinos which will e-
merge are predominantly composed of these. In ad-
dition to the usual Higgs field, which is a weak
doublet, there is a singlet Higgs field P which carries
lepton number —2. This allows invariant neutrino
couplings of the form
~I g (vRo2vRit +vR~2vRN (4)
The singlet field develops a large vacuum expecta-
tion value (P) which is much larger than the weak
breaking scale (-250 GeV) but less than GUT
scales. This breaks the lepton-number symmetry of
the Lagrangian and gives a Majorana-type mass to
the vR's. The breakdown of the weak group Gs. to
electromagnetism [U(1)E~] gives a Dirac mass term
connecting vR's to the light, left-chirality neutrinos
vL. The physical states are mixtures of these of the
form
m m
+R +R+ M +L~ +L +L M +R (5)
where m is the Dirac mass, M is the Majorana mass,
M =g(p), and m &&M. NR are heavy neutrinos of
mass =M and NL are light neutrinos of mass
=m /M. Since lepton number is initially a good
global symmetry, its spontaneous breakdown pro-
duces a physical Goldstone boson called the Majo-
ron. The Majoron and the heavy neutrinos couple to
ordinary matter only through the mixing terms.
This has two consequences: The long-range force
between ordinary leptons (say electrons) due to ex-
change of the massless Majoron is suppiessed suffi-
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ciently so as to meet the experimental bounds on
long-range forces. ' Secondly, in the hot early phase
of the universe, the heavy neutrinos remain more or
less stable (i.e., except for higher-order processes and
many-body final-state decays) even after lepton
number breaks down. Since their predominant
mode of decay is into light neutrinos by Majoron
emission, the decay process is possible only after the
weak group breaks down.
En the triplet model, there are no singlet neutrinos.
A Higgs field H, which is a triplet under the weak
group and which carries lepton number —2, is intro-
duced, The ordinary left-handed neutrinos directly
acquire a Majorana mass through couplings of the
form
~I —a(—l L, )H11. +H.c. ,
where IL is the standard lepton doublet and
(6)
h+ h++
v2
h0 h+
(8a)
V(P) =A(P~P —vz)2,
where N is a Majorana spinor '
(8b}
VR
2VR
The neutral component of H, viz. , h, acquires a
vacuum expectation value. Again the lang-range
Majoron force can be kept below experimental lim-
its. However, Majoron emission can be a significant
mode of energy loss from stars. As red giant stars
are not seen to die too quickly by this mechanism,
there is the astrophysical constraint (h ) & 100
keV. ' We shall see later that this constraint is too
severe; we are not able to generate enough contrast
for the density perturbations with this value of
(h ). Thus although much of the discussion in this
section would apply to both models, we shall con-
centrate more on the "singlet" scheme.
A combination of these two models, extension to
a multigenerational scheme, and embedding in a
grand unified theory, are possible. ' '
We shall now consider the density perturbations
at the transition point. The terms in the Lagrangian
relevant to this discussion can be written as
N[y d+p—yor5 g(4+0') —gr5(4 0'—)P— '
J„(x)=iNy&y5N . (10)
Jo(x) can be taken as a measure of the number den-
sity of the fermions. This interpretation is good for
T & T, since lepton number is a good symmetry and
approximately good even for a short range of tem-
peratures below T, . This follows from the fact that
as the system cools below T„although lepton-
number-violating processes begin, they are initially
suppressed by mass over energy (mlE) factors. 2'
At temperatures corresponding to mlE=I (i.e.,
when the fermions become nonrelativistic}, our in-
terpretation would be invalidated. [Analogously,
since lepton number is not conserved we have p=0
at T« T„but p&0 for T) T, . p starts decreasing
as T drops below T„being reduced to zero by tem-
peratures at which m IE- l. Upon heating the sys-
tem, the reverse occurs but p(T) could in general
follow a different path giving a hysteresis behavior. ]
Thus to study the density fluctuations we have to
compute the carrelation function (Jo(x)JO(y)) at
the critical point T, .
The perturbative expansion of this function is di-
agrammatically represented in Fig. 1. The integrals
lead to power-law infrared divergences, the situation
worsening as more and more P propagators are in-
cluded. In fact, if we have j P propagators, the
divergence is as g' J where g is the momentum
scale. The reason for these divergences is very sim-
ple. In a Fourier expansion of P as
Since lepton number is a good symmetry at tempera-
tures above the transition point T„we have to intro-
duce a chemical potential p corresponding to
nonzero lepton-number density. We shall work in
Euclidean space with periodicity (or antiperiodicity)
of the fields along imaginary time of period
P 1yT 7, 8,22
As remarked in the Introduction, the phase transi-
tion connecting the vacuums with (P) =0 and(P)&0 will be of the second order since lepton
number is not gauged. This follows from the fact
that the theory can be modeled near the critical
point by a pure scalar Higgs theory in three dimen-
sions. The major contribution to the thermal
corrections to V(P) is fram Higgs self-couplings
since the fermion-Higgs coupling g can be chosen
small enough compared to A, so as not to affect V(P)
significantly. The phase transition occurs at a criti-
cal temperature T, =V 6v. Further at T„ the Higgs
field P will be massless. The theory contains no
mass parameters and long-range correlations are
possible.
The Noether variation of W under the phase
transformation vive's gives the contribution of the
fermions N to the leptonic current as
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FIG. 1. Perturbative expansion for the two-point corre-
lation function for lepton-number density.
Jo I x'I
FIG. 2. Diagram expressing lepton-number density in
terms of Higgs fields.
)})(x)=gP„(x)e
where co„=2m.nT, the mode n =0 has no natural in-
frared cutoff since the effective temperature-
dependent mass term for P vanishes at T, . In other
words, the )I} propagator (II}(x)p(y)) scales as ri in-
stead of the canonical ri behavior. The prescription
to deal with these divergences is to "integrate out"
all fields except the n=0 mode of P. This gives an
effective field theory in 3=4—e dimensions. Calcu-
lations can then be done in a perturbative e expan-
sion. ' This technique which has been used for
scalar and gauge theories requires only a slight ex-
tension to include composite operators of fermions.
We have to express every operator of interest in
terms of the n=O mode of )I}. This is essentially
identical to the Zimmermann-Lowenstein normal-
product definition of composite operators with the
trivial difference that we have a temperature-
dependent field theory. Thus we look for a repre-
sentation of Jp(x) in terms of the n=O mode of P.
To lowest order in g, this is given by the triangle di-
agram of Fig. 2, whose low-momentum behavior is
g 2Jp(x)=i Pp(x)*)I}p(x)
d'k (co. —i)M )
(2m. ) „[(cg'„ip) +cpk—]
where cpk =
I
k
I
. The summation over n refers to
the different fermionic modes circulating around the
triangle and cp'„are the fermionic Matsubara fre-
quencies co„'=2m(n+ —,)T. The sum can be per-
formed by the standard trick of transforming it to a
complex integral,
Jo(x)= Po(x)*go(x)
d k 1X
, (nk -nk)(2n. )' cpk
)I}p(x)~go(x)n AT. ,3g
2
2T COk
(14a)
(14b)
where n =N/V is the mean number density of fer-
mions; it is a constant over space. &I- =(n —n)/n
is the lepton asymmetry, and (1/cok ) is defined by
the equality of (14a} and (14b). The propagatozs for
the n =0 mode of )}) is given by
(y (x)y (-)*&=f (277 } cok
(15)
Using this we can calculate (Jp(x)Jp(y)) [we use
expression (14a) for one Jp and expression (14b) for
the other; bringing out one factor of n facilitates in-
tegration over x and y which we shall do later]:
3g'
'
(J.(-.)J.(y)&= "
8m
where
d kX f i7)(x —y)yk)(2m ) (16)
g(k) =
IkI
(17)
nk and nk are the occupation numbers for the fer-
mions and antifermions, respectively. At the high
temperatures we shall be concerned with, it is
reasonable to neglect nk and approximate Eq. (13a)
as
3 2
Jo(7x)— )I}o(x ) *Pp( x )2T
d k 1 [nk(1 nk } nk( 1 nk )](2ir)' cok
1 1
n nk
e +1 e +1(uk —IJ )/T
'
. k (uk+P)/T
(13a)
(13b)
The enhancement of the long-wavelength fluctua-
tions is now manifest. g(k) shows typical critical-
point behavior 1/k~ with an index a =1.
The correlation function for density fluctuations,
V1Z.,
([n (x }—n][n (y) —n])
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is given by the connected part of (Jo(x )Jo(y) ). In
Eq. (16) we have written down only the connected
part. There are, however, more terms in the con-
nected part itself, the most significant of which is
the ideal-gas result n5(x y—) (T. his corresponds to
the fermion loop with no P propagators in Fig. 1.)
These contributions are negligible compared to what
Eq. (16) gives.
The density fluctuations are passed onto the
baryon-photon component as we discuss below.
Since the contrast 5«1 all through the times we
are interested in, linear perturbation theory gives an
adequate description of the growth of 5. Each mode
grows by itself and we expect the spectral behavior
of Eqs. (16) and (17) to be preserved to the present
epoch. Comparing with the correlation function of
Eq. (3), we see that our lowest-order result a = 1 is in
good agreement with the experimental value
a=1.2+0.1. From the theory of the e expansion,
it is obvious that corrections of higher order in g
and e will modify our lowest-order result slightly.
III. ESTIMATE OF CONTRAST
AND INFLATIONARY UNIVERSE
We carry out the Fourier transform in Eq. (16) to
get
2
AT ~(Jo(x)JO(y))=
Sm 2+2
Tc
x —y/' (18)
(As in the case of the Coulomb potential the integral
involves a limiting procedure. ) Integrating x and y
over a volume 4m.l /3 and taking the square root we
get the contrast for a fluctuation of linear size l:
1/2
hN 3gi r, l
N 4m 2m
~N( (19)
N~ is the number of particles in the volume. There
is an extra ideal-gas contribution to 5 which is equal
to I/~N~. The enhancement of 5 comes from the
factor (T,/)'~ .
We now turn to numerical estimates. The cou-
pling constant g is to be evaluated at T, by use of
the renormalization-group equations in the e expan-
sion. Since the critical point is a fixed point of the
"flow" generated by the renormalization group,
g (T, ) is numerically fixed instead of being related
to its value at another temperature. For estimation
purposes, we shall assume that g /4~ is at leastj0—2
To generate a nonzero contrast, we should have a
lepton excess. Any GUT scenario of baryogenesis
which preserves B—L naturally generates a lepton
excess also. This would be equipartitioned among
8((3) 453' 32m'GT2 1GT
' 3/2
(21)
particle species carrying lepton number and the neu-
trinos get their share. We consider the model in
the context of a grand unified theory. However, for
our purpose any history of the universe which gen-
erates a lepton excess prior to T, is sufficient. One
could also rely on lepton excess as an observational
fact and use an appropriate value for hL. Thus in
any case we can take ~~. =M=10
Immediately before the decoupling of matter and
radiation (which occurs at a temperature of about
0.3 eV), the dissipative effects of photon diffusion
reach a peak. This effect, which is due to the in-
crease of Compton cross section at low energies,
tends to wash out all density perturbations on a scale
below -10' Mo (Refs. 3 and 27); Mo is the mass of
the Sun. Although slightly below the peak value of
the Jeans mass, perturbations above this scale (some-
times called the Silk mass) can survive into matter-
dominated era. Thus we have to consider fluctua-
tions of this scale.
Assuming the present density of matter to be
about —„of the critical density, i.e., pb-0. 1p„a
mass scale of 10' Mo implies a length scale of
lo-10 Mpc. I in Eq. (19) is the length scale of the
fluctuation at the critical point T„ it is thus lp-10
Mpc appropriately scaled down. The adiabatic na-
ture of the expansion of the universe gives
lT=const, so that
T, l =&pip-10 (20)
where we have taken Tp, the present neutrino tem-
perature, to be —1 K. Notice that T, l is indepen-
dent of T, .
With these numbers, Eq. (19) gives 5-10'/~Ni.
10' Mo corresponds to —10 baryons. In the
radiation-dominated era, before particle-antiparticle
annihilations, this corresponds to —10 particles of
any species which is relativistic (m «T) at that
temperature. Thus Ni =10 and 5=10 . This is
at the transition point T, . We have to study the
evolution of 5 up to decoupling of matter and radia-
tion.
Since fluctuations on the scale of 10'~Mo cannot
be accommodated within the standard cosmology
based on the FRW model, we must consider an
inflationary-universe scenario. To see how this
failure occurs, we integrate the blackbody distribu-
tion formula over the volume within the horizon.
This gives the number of photons (or any other
species relativistic at T) within the horizon in the
radiation-dominated era as
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At a temperature of —10 GeV, Nr-10 . Thus a
fluctuation of 10 particles extends far beyond the
horizon. Since dynamical effects are confined to
within the horizon by requirements of causality, the
enhancement of the contrast cannot be produced on
the scales we need in the FRW universe.
This is one aspect of the horizon problem. The
inflationary universes which were designed to solve
the horizon, flatness, and monopole problems can
solve this problem as well. For the sake of com-
pleteness, we recall some salient features of these
models. The key ingredient is a strongly first-order
phase transition in the early universe. This is usual-
ly identified as the GUT phase transition. Above
this transition point ToU& ( =10' GeV), the
universe exists in the symmetric Higgs vacuum((X)=0) of the grand-unification gauge group.
Below ToU~, (X ) =0 remains a local minimum, but
the symmetry-breaking minimum ((X)&0) is ener-
getically favored (i.e., it is the true vacuum). The
transition from (X ) =0 to (X)+0 is not immediate
since it has to proceed by tunneling effects. This
gives the supercooling characteristic of first-order
phase transitions. If, in addition, the symmetry
breaking is entirely radiatively induced, i.e., it is of
the Coleman-Weinberg type, the transition to the
true vacuum is considerably delayed and the
universe persists in a metastable state close to the
symmetric vacuum for a long time ( —10 sec).
With the vacuum energy normalized to zero in the
present universe, the metastable state enjoys a large
cosmological constant [A=10 (GeV) ] and the
universe undergoes exponential expansion (inflation)
by factors as large as —10 over this time.
The universe in this picture originates from a sin-
gle bubble of true vacuum. The transition is expect-
ed to be completed by the time the universe cools to
—10 GeV when the cosmological constant A disap-
pears. The radius of the universe (= the horizon
distance) would have increased to —10 light years
by this time. The release of latent heat reheats the
universe to —10' GeV producing a large number of
photons and other particles with a local density
T . The universe can be described thereafter by
the FRW metric and the subsequent cooling occurs
adiabatically as in standard cosmology. We may
note that by adiabatically continuing backward this
second leg of cooling, one can construct a fictitious
FRW history of the universe within the inflationary
universe, although with a shifted origin of time.
Time-temperature conversions, which we need later,
can thus be done with the formalism of standard
FRW cosmology.
The lepton-number-violating phase transition
occurs during the second leg of cooling. A fluctua-
tion on the scale 10' Mc) which corresponds to a
distance scale —10 cm is well within the horizon.
Questions of detail like the nature of the exit from
inflationary expansion, whether GUT transition is
radiatively induced or not, etc., remain unclear.
However, it seems imperative to have an inflationary
universe to solve the horizon and flatness problems.
We need only the metrical properties and our con-
siderations are insensitive to these details.
Since the FRW metric is applicable, the first-
order (linear) perturbation equations are the stand-
ard ones ':
h5, —(1+xi)—=0,'2
h5i —(1+F2)—=0,2
(22a)
(22b)
v —g =R (1—h/2) . (24)
We have neglected pressure-gradient terms in these
equations. In the standard FRW cosmology, this is
equivalent to demanding that the scale of the fluc-
tuations be larger than the horizon distance, l » t.
In our case, l is much less than the horizon distance.
Nevertheless, pressure gradients can be neglected
since M =10' Mo »MJ, the Jeans mass. We have
also set V V=O (V is the fluid velocity), since we
are interested in the fastest growing mode (cf. Secs.
85 and 86 of Ref. 2).
The growth of 5 is the fastest if the expansion is
radiation dominated (p-T, R-t'~ T-t '~ ).
We now discuss whether this is a possibility. The
heavy neutrinos, once Gii breaks, decay with a life-
time of -10 ' sec. This corresponds to cooling to
—130 GeV. If m„ti & 130 GeV, then p„-T up to
—130 GeV. After the decay of vz's, we have only
relativistic light neutrinos, charge baryons, leptons,
photons, Majorons, etc. Thus by choosing
m „z( 130 GeV, we can assure that the expansion is
dominated by radiation up to the epoch of decou-
pling of matter and radiation. This also gives
K& =K2=K.
Equations (22) give, with the initial conditions
5] 10,52 —0,
5)-10 +5p . (25)
Thus 52 catches up with 5& in a short time, differing
Rh+2 —h =8irG[(1+3m&)p, 5, +(1+3a2)p252]R
(23)
Here the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the heavy neu-
trinos and the baryon-photon medium, respectively.
tr=p/p where p is the pressure. h is the metrical
perturbation defined by
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by less than 1% by the time 5& increases by a factor
of 100. [As will be clear from Eq. (26) below, this
happens by the time T drops by a factor of 10.]
Thus we can treat neutrinos, baryons, photons, etc.,
as a single fluid. The growing mode solution to Eqs.
(22) and (23) is then
6-t- 1
T2 (26)
The contrast of the baryon medium at decoupling
can thus be written as
2
5 (at decoupling)=10 0.3eV
The required contrast of 10 is easily obtained for
T, &10 GeV.
This is a "natural" value for the singlet model';
the triplet model with T, & 100 keV cannot give us
enough contrast.
(27)
dg
d~ ' ' ' d~=px(A, ,g, e), =pg(A, ,g, e), (28)
IV. SUMMARY REMARKS
In summary, we give a chronicle of events. After
the big bang, the universe supercools to about 10
GeV undergoing exponential expansion. The GUT
transition then occurs and the universe is reheated to
—10' GeV. Baryogenesis follows and creates a lep-
ton excess as well. During the subsequent cooling,
the lepton-number-violating phase transition occurs
at T, &10 GeV. This gives enhancement of the
contrast for long-wavelength statistical fluctuations
in the v~ medium. The contrast is passed onto the
baryon-photon medium by gravitation. We get pro-
togalaxies as density perturbations of the neutrino-
baryon-photon medium. At -250 GeV,
Gz ——SU(2)L XU(1) breaks, va's mix with vL 's, and
the heavy neutrinos decay away by Majoron emis-
sion. The density perturbations in the baryon-
photon medium grow into galaxies.
A number of comments are in order.
We would like to emphasize that although most
of the discussion was based on spontaneous violation
of lepton number, the enhancement on contrast and
most of the other results will be true for any
second-order phase transition. Since GUT and G~
phase transitions are of the first order, the Majoron
model seems to be the only presently available can-
didate.
Even though GUT's give explicit lepton-number-
violating interactions, the superheavy particles medi-
ating these decays would have decoupled by T, giv-
ing us an effective lepton-number-conserving theory.
The corrections are relatively insignificant.
The renormalization-group equations in the e ex-
pansion are of the form
where r= —ln
i
T —T, i. Although g (T, ) is fixed
by the vanishing of the p function, g (T=O) is an
independent parameter since the integration of these
equations requires an arbitrary constant. Thus we
have the freedom of choosing T, &10 GeV along
with m z ( 130 GeV.
The model discussed in this paper, it should be
emphasized, is only one among several possibilities.
The problem of generating fluctuations of adequate
contrast has a long history. ' Models range from
quantum fluctuations within the first 10 sec to
early anisotropy and white noise fluctuations. 2
There are also models based on primordial black
holes, vacuum strings, vacuum walls, and other to-
pological exotics. Also the power-law spectrum of
the correlation function in Eq. (3) with a=1.2 can
be generated by self-similar clustering of random
uncorrelated fluctuations. (This is a scale-invariant
solution of the Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-
Yvon hierarchy. ' ')
We have to leave open two minor questions. Our
use of the imaginary time formalism obscures the
real time development of the phase transition. This
aspect is important to determine at what scales our
expression for (Jo(x)JO(y)) will apply. If this scale
is too small, we will still have fluctuations of high
contrast but the correlation function (3) will have to
be generated by some other mechanism, e.g., self-
similar clustering. One may still have dynamical
correlations if there are secondary inflationary
phases due to first-order transitions other than the
GUT transition, occurring after the second-order
transition of interest. In this case, length scales
would have to be redefined. This is possible in
theories with intermediate mass scales.
Finally, we emphasize that by solving the horizon
problem, inflationary universes open up the possibil-
ity of generating large-scale fluctuations of high
contrast dynamically (by our mechanism or other-
wise) instead of postulating inbuilt metrical pertur-
bations as initial conditions.
In our case the key model-independent require-
ment is the breakdown of a global quantum number
with respect to which the fermions have an asym-
metry. Since the world can accommodate up to
-30 Goldstone bosons associated with breakdown
of global symmetries, several models are possible.
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